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From lobbies and shared spaces to conference 
rooms and multipurpose facilities, you need 
high-performing AV technology to effectively 
share information.

As a U.S.-based AV display manufacturer with a 
global presence, we offer an extensive range 
of display and processing products to create 
integrated, custom solutions that are both 
affordable and reliable.

Our teams of dedicated AV professionals are at 
your service, ready to help you communicate 
wherever needed. 

From the initial design and evaluation process 
through installation, ongoing service and 
support, we’re driven to deliver the most 
reliable and highest quality display and image 
processing products possible.

YOUR PARTNER FOR  
RELIABLE  
WORKPLACE 
COLLABORATION

  A state-of-the-art video wall showcases understated but engaging  visuals by local artists and photographers with pristine definition at a    
     Four Seasons hotel lounge

    Photo credits : Neal Burstyn, NTBCreative.com



 › 1DLP® laser
 › 3DLP® laser

 › LCD panels 
 › LCD video walls
 › LED video walls
 › MicroTiles® LED

 › Image processors
 › Media servers and 

players
 › Switchers and AV 

distribution
 › Video wall controllers
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We're proud to be the only manufacturer that 
can provide complete, integrated display 
solutions for a wide variety of applications in all 
types of corporate spaces.

We back all products with industry-leading 
warranties and comprehensive technical 
support – giving you the ultimate peace  
of mind.

Christie professional services for corporate solutions:

Affordable, reliable display solutions 
for professional organizations

 › Performed by Christie-certified professionals 

 › Global and onsite – we deploy where you need us,  
 when you need us 

 › Prolong the life of your equipment, protect your  
 investment, and keep you up and running

 › Upgradeable extended warranty options



CUSTOMER STORY:
FIDELIDADE ANNUAL MEETING 
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  Fidelidade, Portugal’s largest insurance company, premiered a gigantic   
   three-dimensional projection box using 14 Christie® 3DLP® projectors  
   and 6 Christie Pandoras Box® OCTO servers.



LISBON, PORTUGAL – For their Pensar Maior 
(Think Bigger) event in Altice Arena – Portugal’s 
largest indoor venue – Fidelidade needed 
powerful projection, processing, and show 
control equipment to power over one hundred 
million pixels of 4K content to present 
company results and strategy to over 4,000 
employees, commercial partners and 
collaborators. 

To make it happen, Europalco illuminated the 5 
faces of this vast projection surface using 14 
Christie® 3DLP® projectors to produce 
420,000 lumens. To manage all the signals in 
4K from the projectors, they used 6 Pandoras 
Box® OCTO Servers, along with 2 Spyder X80 
multi-screen processors, live cams, 
presentations, apps and more. The result was 
flawless, with no setbacks or delays of any kind. 

  Choose from several award-winning Christie 3DLP projection solutions 

Read the full 
customer story

https://www.christiedigital.com/fidelidade
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From the smallest meeting room to the largest conference 
environment, there’s a Christie® projector that’s right for 
your application and budget. We build 1DLP® and 3DLP® 
projectors in a range of resolutions and lumens with 
laser-based illumination delivering exceptional image 
quality, brightness, versatility, and ease-of-use.

1DLP projection

Our range of easy to operate 1DLP laser projectors have 
the features and functionality your space needs to display 
organizational information with ease, clarity, and reliability. 
State-of-the-art features like our BoldColor™ Technology 
deliver bright vibrant colors and crystal-clear visuals and 
our laser illumination technology reduces operational 
maintenance and downtime, and optimizes lifetime. 
Built-in Crestron Connected capability alongside AMX 
connectivity allows for easy integration into virtually any 
existing boardroom for enhanced collaboration.

3DLP projection

When your content, venue, and audience size demand 
higher brightness and more visual punch, you may want  
to look to our higher brightness 3DLP projectors. 
Corporate auditoriums and large training facilities require 
engaging experiences that sometimes only 3DLP 
technology can deliver. Capabilities such as 120Hz, 
brightness uniformity and unmatched Rec. 2020 color 
accuracy can often only be achieved with 3DLP 
technology. With up to 45,000 lumens, they deliver the 
performance that truly enhances audience experience. 
Built for long-lasting reliability and versatility, most have 
smart monitoring features, omnidirectional capabilities, 
built-in warping and blending, advanced electronics, and 
a full range of connectivity options to satisfy your 
application and budget requirements.

Projection systems 
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   Taking advertising to new heights: Using 2 
Christie® 3DLP® laser projectors for their 
digital out-of-home (DOOH) media gives 
LumenAd the advantage of unprecedented 
size, image definition, and greater versatility 
for outdoor advertising.

  Inspired by dragons: using Game of Thrones as  
   the basis for their idea, BNP Paribas created a  
   spectacular show for employees using a   
   combination of 3DLP laser projectors,   
   Pandoras Box® servers, and Widget Designer.

  Illuminating the beachfront resort:  
   Christie 1DLP® laser projectors are  
   used in the Novotel Twin Waters’ large  
   ballrooms and smaller meeting rooms.



CUSTOMER STORY: 
CHANGING THE WAY  
ENGINEERS WORK WITH A 
CHANGE IN TECHNOLOGY
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As a world-leading engineering firm, fast-
growing Jaros, Baum & Bolles (JB&B) needed 
more space within their current location. 
Determined to use their own resources, JB&B 
pulled together an internal AV design team 
and set to work on a fast-paced renovation and 
tech upgrading project that would happen 
concurrent to day-to-day business. 

After careful evaluation and testing, JB&B’s 
design team chose Christie® GS Series laser 
projection and LCD displays for almost every 
meeting space to help foster the company’s 
collaborative work environment. A focal point 
in JB&B’s main lobby is a video wall made 
up of our ultra-narrow bezel 55” LCD panels. 
The panels display high-resolution images of 
finished projects and artist renderings of future 
projects to highlight JB&B’s innovative work 
around the world.

   Large LCD displays play an integral part in helping JB&B 
employees collaborate and easily share information 
 
Photo credit: Jaros, Baum & Boles
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The right light
We have the right light for your spaces and applications:

 › Corporate lobbies

 › Conference and meeting rooms

 › Advertising

 › Collaboration areas

 › Large function venues

 › Training facilities

Read the full 
customer story

https://www.christiedigital.com/jaros
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Video walls – LED and LCD

We offer the world’s best visual display technology and 
engineering expertise to successfully implement the most 
advanced video wall systems. For information sharing, 
entertainment, or digital signage applications, we can 
tailor a display solution for your needs. Choose one 
display technology or combine multiple platforms to 
create impressive displays that inspire collaborative 
information sharing.

LED video walls

Our lineup of indoor LED tiles provides unmatched 
choice, versatility and flexibility for specifying high 
performance video walls. From premium options for 
corporate brand building to more budget-friendly 
solutions for high-impact installations, our LED video walls 
effectively communicate and share your content in vibrant 
and engaging ways. Our proprietary MicroTiles® LED 
deliver the latest technology and advanced award-
winning mechanical design. Build your display in virtually 
any shape or size and create inside or outside 90-degree 
corners, and concave and convex curves.

LCD video walls

Our tiled LCD panels offer a flexible platform for a variety 
of 24/7 indoor video wall applications. Available in 
ultra-narrow and extreme-narrow bezel widths, our range 
of high-performance LCD products are perfect for your 
collaboration spaces, meeting rooms, training facilities, 
and more. Ask about the benefits of our remote power 
option.

Discrete LCD panels

Our large-format LCD panels offer the perfect standalone 
solution when you want to make a big impact in any 
setting. Available in a range of price points and sizes up to 
98" and offering the latest performance features, our 
large-format displays offer a flexible fit and are designed 
for years of low-maintenance and reliable performance.

   Our high-performing LED video walls transform this lobby  
space into a functional yet beautiful welcome area.  
 
Photo credit: Jaros, Baum & Boles

Video wall systems
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CUSTOMER STORY 
INTERACTIVE CORP 

IAC’s lobby contains 2 separate video walls. 
One marks the east side and rests above the 
security reception desk, spanning 20' wide x 
10' high (6m x 3m). The other nearly spans the 
entire city block that the Frank Gehry 
architectural landmark rests on, approximately 
120' wide x 10' high (36.5m x 3m), or 
1,200-square-feet (111.5m2). This west wall 
overlooks Manhattan’s West Side Highway 
where passersby can admire the view from the 
open glass windows. Due to the west wall’s 
impressive scale, one might even catch a 
glimpse of it from across the Hudson River.

Christie LED video walls feature Macroblock 
driver integrated circuits designed for high 
image uniformity, efficient power usage, and 
precise output control with onboard surge 
protection. We purpose-build our Spyder X80 
processors to manage large amounts of video 
content. A single X80 handles the 53 million 
pixels that IAC's west wall requires. In the 
interest of fully protecting their investment, IAC 
opted for 2 additional X80s for complete 
redundancy of each video wall. The result is 
truly state-of-the-art!

   Beautiful architecture and one of the most advanced video wall 
systems ever built entice high-end clients  for unmatched live 
event experiences

Read the full 
customer story

https://www.christiedigital.com/iac
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CUSTOMER STORY 
LUFTHANSA LOGO UNVEILING

The 100th anniversary of the famous crane 
symbol used by Lufthansa was the perfect 
opportunity for the company to give a glimpse 
into its history and bring the logo into the 
digital age. They unveiled the result at 
Frankfurt Airport at an event featuring the 
motto "Explore the new.” Guests at the event 
experienced a spectacular 3D projection 
mapping onto a Boeing 747-800, the first 
aircraft of the fleet to bear the new design. 

Featuring 12 Christie Pandoras Box® Quad 
Servers and 2 Pandoras Box Managers 
interconnected with a 10GB network, they  
had the 3D mapping up and running in a 
record time of less than 10 hours. Not only  
was the event a success, but the flight to 
Toronto still took off on time.  

   The most famous crane in air travel got a new coat of paint during its 
100th birthday. Thanks to Christie Pandoras Box, they wowed guests 
at Frankfurt Airport with projection mapping onto a Boeing 747-800 
featuring the new company logo.  
 
Photo provided by courtesy of © Stein Communication GmbH

Read the full 
customer story

https://www.christiedigital.com/lufthansas


Content management  
and processing
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Get the most out of your Christie display solution by 
combining it with our powerful content management and 
processing technologies for a complete, integrated 
solution. Our extensive range of image processors and 
video wall controllers make it easy to design customized, 
integrated video wall systems for your:

 › Lobbies and atriums

 › Training facilities and boardrooms

 › Large venue functions 

Phoenix

Phoenix® is our network-distributed information 
management system designed specifically for control 
room applications. Use Phoenix for seamless access  
and control of your AV data from virtually anywhere 
through a single, robust system – from single to multiple 
rooms and locations that many people can use at the 
same time. Phoenix gives you the information you   
need, when you need it, to make fast, accurate decisions 
with confidence.

Terra

Terra® SDVoE (Software Defined Video over Ethernet) 
solutions include everything you need for direct 
integration into 1DLP®/3DLP® projectors and MicroTiles® 
LED with uncompressed, zero-frame latency, artifact-free 
content over 10G networks.

Spyder

Simply the most powerful multi-screen windowing 
processors available, Spyder offers performance, control, 
and flexibility for the most spectacular visual experiences 
imaginable.

Pandoras Box

Our award-winning Pandoras Box® family of hardware and 
software tools power real-time video playback and 
processing, from single-display fixed installations to 
complex, multi-display spectaculars. Perfect for your 
lobbies, boardrooms, and large venues.

   Pandoras Box family of hardware & software tools includes all the 
real-time video playback & processing that you need



Christie professional services 
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Christie® professional services is one of the industry’s 
most trusted advisors in designing, building, deploying, 
and supporting commercial AV display systems. Over 90 
years of experience in advanced display technology has 
given us deep insights that ensure the smooth delivery of 
your project within the most complex IT and AV 
environments.

People, process, technology — every step of the way

Every aspect of your commercial display system gets our 
attention and support. We handle everything from 
technical design to procuring the right mix of media 
players, software, and integrated technologies for digital 
networks. We monitor and manage equipment and 
systems in real-time, and provide on-site service, and 
complete logistics and parts support.

 
 
 
 
 
 
As an industry-leading provider of technologies, we offer:

 › Extended warranty support 

 › Help desk staffed by Christie employees

 › Remote monitoring and management

 › On-site maintenance and repair 

 › Emergency field service visits 

 › Out-of-warranty parts

 › Critical inventory logistics

 › Electronic RMA white-glove support

 › Training and certification

 › Secure, password-protected partner portal with  
 technical resources

 › Global and local support

We are more than the 
technology solutions we 
create. Christie is powered  
by Christie people. And this  
is what sets us apart.
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   Skilled Christie technician Steve Haydon meticulously replaces  
LEDs—by hand and from the original manufacturing batch
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Have any questions? 
Want to talk about a project?
Let’s talk! We’re here to help.
Contact us »

   A flagship Christie MicroTiles® video wall proudly displays company history and features products, employees, and community— 
and makes an amazing first impression on visitors to Ushio Inc.'s lobby.

The right solution for any space

Attracting and engaging today’s digitally savvy  
employees and customers requires a more dynamic 
approach. Modern display technologies now play an 
essential role in engaging and captivating your workforce 
and clients alike, from first lobby impressions to 
collaborative office capabilities.

Start with a solid overview of display options and a strong 
familiarity with potential use cases, technical space 
needs, and audience preferences, and you’ll discover a 
world of visual technology options you can use to realize 
nearly limitless potential in the design and creation of 
exciting and engaging environments, for the newest hires 
to long-time customers.

 

 

Christie has it

We build complete integrated AV solutions, from  
small-and mid-sized projection systems to high-end 
video wall and image processing technologies. We 
design our products to work together and create 
solutions that fit your needs and your budget.

On large-scale projects or institution-wide rollouts, we 
work with you to identify the most cost-effective solution 
for streamlined duplication across similar room types. We 
also manage scaling-up from basic foundational systems, 
and with our commitment to innovation, you know you’re 
investing in high-quality, future-proofed solutions.

Visual display technology is our DNA. Our mission 
statement talks about creating shared visual experiences, 
and that’s not just about fulfilling AV requirements, but 
your needs and expectations. You’re not just getting 
products, you’re getting complete integrated solutions, 
and the expertise and support you need to create 
effective and engaging organizational experiences.

https://www.christiedigital.com/help-center/contact-us?utm_source=brochure&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=ep-collateral&utm_content=corporate_solutions

